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:'eke eizy`xn myie mewnd ipa`n gwie...
When Yaakov Avinu fled from his brother Eisav, he stopped over night on Har HaMoriah and surrounded himself with several stones, hoping to

keep away the animals. Yet the posuk later seems to indicate that there was only one stone which he subsequently consecrated to be an altar.  Chazal
explain that when Yaakov lay down, he initially surrounded himself with several small stones, but as he lay down to sleep, the rocks began to fight with
each other; which one would have the zechus to serve as this tzadik’s pillow. This most certainly needs to be understood on a deeper level. What exactly
are we supposed to learn from this, let alone the fact that “rocks fighting” is something that we cannot really relate to.

HaRav Zalman Sorotzkin zt”l suggests the following approach:  When Yaakov Avinu stopped for the night, he began to question whether or not
he was doing the right thing and he began to feel guilty about tricking his father into giving him the berachos. Although it was his mother’s idea and in the
end, Yitzchak agreed that the berachos belonged to Yaakov and not Eisav, he still felt uneasy about the whole ordeal. After all, now Eisav was chasing him
and he was running for his life. Yaakov Avinu believed that if he was doing the right thing, everything should run smoothly and he began to doubt if he was
really doing the right thing after all. This was a mistake. Things don’t go smoothly, even, or perhaps especially, if the intention is l’sheim shomayim. In order
to show Yaakov avinu this yesod of life, Hakadosh Boruch Hu had the rocks “fight” for the right to serve as Yaakov’s pillow and Yaakov began to see that
there is no smooth sailing, no matter how pure one’s motives are. In the morning, when Yaakov awoke, he found that the twelve rocks had formed into one.
Each rock had accomplished its holy mission, despite the challenges. Now Yaakov understood that if life one must persevere despite the obstacles. Surely
this served him as a vital lesson as he attempted to raise his family - the shivtei Kah - in the presence of his wicked father-in-law Lavan.

This is a lesson for life. We often become inspired and become inspired. We want to impact. We want to change ourselves and others. Most of
us give up before we start. We somehow think that if we are doing the right thing, it will be easy to accomplish. We must remember that every road is full of
bumps, especially one that actually leads to somewhere.

:dxwr lgxe dngxÎz` gztie d`l d`epyÎik 'd `xie
The Torah states that Leah was hated, and therefore Hashem caused her to conceive.  According to one understanding, Yaakov hated Leah for

allowing him to be tricked into marrying her instead of Rochel.  The words of the medrash convey that this hatred was so real that Yaakov only remained
married to Leah because, “she was the mother of his children”.   Although he had worked seven years for Rochel, who he loved, it is hard to imagine that
Yaakov Avinu, who Chazal refer to as the bechir sheh b’Avos (the best of our forefathers) actually hated Leah for the trick that Lavan had played on him.
After all, Lavan was the one who perpetrated the switch of which Leah was actually a victim as well. Furthermore, lest one assume that Yaakov’s hatred
was only an initial reaction, the words of the medrash indicate that in Yaakov Avinu’s mind, divorce was an actual possibility until after the birth of a few
babies.

HaRav Mordechai Gifter zt”l  explains that most certainly, even Yaakov’s initial feelings of hatred were very subtle.  He most certainly realized
Leah’s innocence and did not hold her accountable for her father’s actions, but despite the fact that he understood it was all Divinely orchestrated, he still
harbored feelings of resentment for what happened.  He understood that he neither could, nor should, divorce Leah and never thought that to be a real
possibility.  However, as much as he tried, he could not fully rid himself of those feelings of resentment.  As subtle as they were, Yaakov battled these
emotions for years.  Finally, after the birth of a few children, Yaakov realized that since these feeling were leading him nowhere, he might as well get over
them. And he did.

This is something to think about.  Yaakov Avinu, who prepared for years to spiritually ready himself to face Lavan, was not able to overcome his
natural emotions in an instant and continued to fight an inner battle to rid himself of feelings of resent to his own wife.  How much harder do we need to
work to overcome any negative feelings we have to others in our lives.  Negative emotions are natural, but to let them rule, is to let them ruin.  Yet it would
seem that ignoring is not a viable option either.  The Torah labels such feelings as hatred, which negates the ahavas Yisroel that is our ultimate goal in
relating to others.



“ H a l a c h i c    D i s c u s s i o n “
“WHAT TIME IS MAARIV?”

Chazal tell us that when Yaakov Avinu stopped on his way to Charan, he davened an “extra” tefilah and thereby established Maariv
as the third tefilah of the day. (Although regarding most matters, halacha considers nightfall the beginning of a new day, Maariv is slightly
different since its institution was also intended to serve in place of the burning of the fats and limbs of the korbanos offered throughout the
daytime.) The Daas Zekeinim writes that Yaakov Avinu davened Maariv before nightfall. He proves this from the fact that the Torah first
reports that he davened (va’yifga ba’makom) and then it says that he slept there for the sun had set. However, upon careful examination of
the trop (cantillation notes) it seems as though “ki vah ha’shemesh” is the reason why Yaakov davened. (See Sefer Vayavinu ba’Mikrah by R’
N. Z. Y. Gettinger who understands it this way.)  If so, it would seem that Yaakov only davened Maariv after nightfall, and not before.

The Mishna in the fourth perek of meseches Berachos discusses until what time one may daven mincha. According to the
Chachamim, one may daven until nightfall. R’ Yehuda disagrees and understands that one must daven mincha before plag mincha, which is
11/4 halachic hours before nightfall. (A “halachic hour” is calculated by dividing the total number of daytime hours by 12. For example, if the
day begins at 5 am and ends at 9 pm, each halachic hour is 1 hour and 20 minutes.) It is generally assumed that the earliest time for Maariv
is immediately following the latest time for Mincha. (See however, the Aruch Hashulchan who understands that this is not necessarily so.)
Accordingly, according to R Yehuda, one can daven Maariv as early as plag ha’mincha, and according to the Chachamim, one must wait until
nightfall. The gemara says that one can conduct himself according to either opinion, although the Rishonim point out that one should not
daven Mincha after plag and Maariv before sunset, especially on the same day.

There is a dispute among the poskim regarding how to calculate halachic hours, when the day begins and ends. The Terumas
haDeshen understands that a day is calculated from alos ha’shachar (72 (or 90) minutes before sunrise) until tzeis ha’kochavim (72 (or 90)
minutes after sunset). (This is not necessarily dependent on the opinion of Rabeinu Tam regarding tzeis ha’kochavim, although according to
some opinions it is. See for example Shu”t Mishnas Rebbi Aharon #1.) The Magen Avraham writes that one should follow this opinion for the
latest time to recite krias shema (in the morning) and the Terumas haDeshen’s opinion came to be known as the opinion of the Magen
Avraham. The Levush and Gra however, maintain that halachic hours are calculated from sunrise until sunset.

According to the Levush and Gra, plag ha’mincha is an hour and a quarter before sunset, and accordingly, one could daven Maariv
from this time onward. (The fact that this time appears to be “in the middle of nowhere” needs an explanation, but this is not the topic of our
discussion.) This is indeed the minhag followed by most people who accept Shabbos early in the summer months. According to the Terumas
haDeshen, however, plag mincha comes out 3 minutes before sunset. Halachic sunset is determined after the ball of the sun disappears
below the horizon. It is well known that the ball of the sun takes about 3 minutes to set. Therefore, the plag of the Terumas haDeshen is at
the point when the ball of the sun touches the horizon.

According to this calculation, one would be permitted to daven Maariv from sunset, according to R’ Yehuda. According to the
Chachamim however, one could still daven Mincha after this point. The question becomes, until when. If the Chachamim allow one to daven
Mincha only until shkiya (sunset), then their entire argument is only over 3 minutes, which is a highly unlikely. On the other hand, were we to
suggest that according to the Chachamim, one could daven Mincha until tzeis ha’kochavim, this presents another problem: The gemara is
clear that “dam nifsal b’shkiyas ha’chamah” - the blood of a korban, if not yet sprinkled on the mizbayach, becomes invalidated at sunset.
(Even according to Rabeinu Tam who maintains that there are 2 shkiyas, this occurs at the first one, our sunset.) Since Chazal instituted the
times of our tefilos to correspond to the times of the korbanos, it would seem that one should only be able to daven Mincha until sunset. The
P’nei Yehoshua however writes that although this is technically true, since tefilah is only in place of the korban, it does not become invalid
and one could still daven until tzeis ha’kochavim since it is technically still daytime. R’ Yehuda however requires one to daven mincha while it
is still visibly day. (See Rabeinu Tam Sefer HaYashar and Levush - hilchos lulav who imply that “yom gamur” is only from sunrise to sunset,
although the day starts at alos ha’shachar and doesn’t end until tzeis ha’kochavim.)

The Rambam writes that l’chatchila one should be careful to daven Mincha before plag ha’mincha, following the opinion of R’
Yehuda, and not the majority. We would like to suggest that perhaps the Rambam understood that these times are calculated like the opinion
of the Terumas haDeshen, and since dam nifsal b’shikyas ha’chama, he concluded that the halacha follows the opinion of R’ Yehuda, since
then the sun is fully visible.

When Yaakov Avinu davened Maariv on his way to Charan, he davened after the sun set “ki vah ha’shemesh”. The Gra
understands that these words mean the setting of the sun quite literally and is independent of what is to be considered the beginning of the
night. Accordingly, although the Gemara in berachos clearly states that the day begins at alos ha’shachar and ends at tzeis ha’kochavim,
certain halachos are dependent on “bias ha’shemesh” - the setting of the sun. The Gra himself speaks about when a kohein who immersed
himself in a mikvah will be permitted to eat terumah. There, the posuk states “u’vah ha’shemesh v’taheir” - and the sun will set and he will
become purified. We would like to suggest that the Torah’s use of the words “ki vah ha’shemesh” in our parsha indicate that Yaakov Avinu
davened Maariv immediately after shkiya, although it was technically still day.

The above discussion is but a glimpse of a much more complicated sugya. The reader should be aware of this and not draw any practical
halachic conclusions from it. Although we have taken the approach of the Terumas haDeshen’s approach in calculating hours of the day, the
prevalent custom is to follow the opinion of the Levush and Gra. This applies both l’chumra and l’kula, and one should consult his own Rav as
to how to conduct himself vis-a-vis davening Mincha after shkiya and/or Maariv before nightfall. Additionally, one should be aware that the
halacha follows the majority of Rishonim who rule that plag mincha is a leniency to be applied to tefilah only. Regarding kri’as shema,
however, one should be careful to repeat all three parshiyos after tzeis ha’kochavim. As far as what constitutes tzeis ha’kochavim for reciting
krias shema one should consult his own Rav. (This does not necessarily mean that one would be permitted to do melacha on motzei shabbos
at this time.)


